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PROGRAM
The Quantum World (from Symphony of Science) — John Boswell arr. Debra Shearer-Dirié
Bourree — JS Bach arr. Ward Swingle
Ave Maria — David MacIntyre
Bach (Again): Come, Sweet Death — JS Bach, arr. Rhonda Sandberg, conceived by Edwin London
What is Life? — Ann-Sofi Söderqvist
Of Time and Passing — Daniel Knaggs
Oremus — Urmas Sisask
Stars — Ēriks Ešenvalds
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star — French melody arr. Daniel Elder
Bohemian Gravity — Freddie Mercury arr. Pentatonix/Ben Bram/Tim Blais
A Glorious Dawn (from Symphony of Science) — John Boswell arr. Bronwyn Mitchell
I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For — U2 arr. Jeremy Birchall and Christopher Hussey

Click on the images throughout this program to follow links to the source.

The Quantum World (from Symphony of Science)
Music: John Boswell arr. Debra Shearer-Dirié
Words: Morgan Freeman, Frank Close, Michio Kaku, Brian Cox, Richard Feynman, Stephen Hawking

So, what are we really made of? Dig deep inside the atom and you'll find tiny particles held together by
invisible forces. Everything is made up of tiny packets of energy born in cosmic furnaces. The atoms that
we're made of have negatively charged electrons whirling around a big bulky nucleus.
The Quantum Theory offers a very different explanation of our world. The universe is made of twelve
particles of matter, four forces of nature. That's a wonderful and significant story.
Suppose that little things behaved very differently than anything big. Nothing's really as it seems — it's
so wonderfully different than anything big. The world is a dynamic mess of jiggling things — it's hard to
believe. The quantum theory is so strange and bizarre, even Einstein couldn't get his head around it. In
the quantum world, the world of particles, nothing is certain. It's a world of probabilities. It's very hard to
imagine all the crazy things that things really are like: electrons act like waves (no, they don't exactly).
They act like particles (no, they don't exactly).
We need a theory of everything which is still just beyond our grasp. We need a theory of everything,
perhaps the ultimate triumph of science.

The Dance of
Particles: Bouree
The solidity of matter is an illusion.
The proton — the building block of
the nucleus, the core of the atom —
is a perpetual dance of three quarks,
interacting via a swarm of massless
gluons.
Image: CERN
Music: JS Bach (Germany, 1685–
1750) arr. Ward Swingle

Wave–Particle
Duality: Ave Maria
A beam of light, when split and
then recombined, can form an
interference pattern, a classic
manifestation of wave physics.
But in quantum physics, a stream
of particles can also form
interference patterns, requiring
each particle to be effectively in
two places at once. Here a stream
of complex dye molecules forms an
interference pattern.
Image: Quantum Nanophysics
Group, Universität Wien
Music: David MacIntyre (Canada
b.1952)

Uncertainty: Bach (Again)
In quantum physics, particle properties are governed by waves of probability, which makes them
intrinsically uncertain. This imprecision is precisely stated in Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle: the
more precisely we can predict the value of one variable — such as position — the less certain we can
be about the complementary property (momentum in this case).
Image: OpenStax

Bach (Again): Come, Sweet Death
Music: JS Bach
Text: Unknown c.1724

Come, sweet death! Come, soothing rest.
Come and lead me homeward.
I am weary of life and longing.
Come, I am waiting for thee,
Come now and set me free!
My eyes at last are gently closing now.
Come, blessed rest!

What is Life?
Music: Ann-Sofi Söderqvist (Sweden, b.1956)
Text: Malin Hülphers

A voice can bring out the sense of intention
Existence be transformed by thoughts
The message of the will can move your heart
The beat of butterfly wings provoke a hurricane.

Connected humans make a people
In the moment you will find eternity
The power from a seed can rise the woods
And from a lightning spark the fire will extend.
If you sharpen focus for wonder
If you catch the voice at heart
If you hear your name in silence
And you will burst into life.
Hear my wonder.
What brings to us the never ending solitude?
We reach in the dark for significance of the mind
Why? My cry from fear of expiry, a trace of a memory
Just like the surging waves from other oceans.
What is life?
Who is life?
When is life?
Where is life?
Where does life come into existence?
In your heart existence comes alive.

Existence: What is Life?
In Schrödinger’s famous thought experiment, the fate of a cat (a representative macroscopic object) is inextricably
linked ('entangled') with the quantum state of an atom and therefore in a superposition of mutually exclusive
realities. Schrödinger’s aim was to point out the conceptual issues raised by quantum mechanics. Is the cat really
in an indefinite state? Does the act of observation 'collapse' the superposition onto one definite reality? Or does
opening the box entangle the rest of the universe with the cat in its indefinite state?
Image: OpenStax

Quantum Fields: The universe throbs and sings
Quantum fields are the true building blocks of nature, unifying the complementary pictures of ‘wave’ and
‘particle’. Any particular electron you may encounter is merely an excitation of the electron field that
pervades all of space. Even when there are no particles, the underlying fields are still present, forming a
bubbling vacuum of quantum fluctuations.
Image: Stanford Online

Of Time and Passing — I. Life
Music: Daniel Knaggs (b.1983)
Text: Olavo Bilac (Portugal, 1865–1918), translation by Daniel Knaggs

In the river's water seeking the sea,
In the endless ocean,
In the light which enchants us,
In the mountain rising through the air
In the streakless sky that graces our eyes
In the greatest star,
In the humblest plant;
In the wind's voice,
In the sun's gleam;
In the base insect,
In the age-old tree,
The life of the universe throbs and sings!
The rough stone is alive, even in his sleep!
Everything is alive! And late at night, in all the silence,
Perhaps this harmony we hear,
Flowing through the air, veiled in vastness,
This sweet music, is the voice
Of the soul of all, celebrating life!

Quantum History
In the ‘path-integral’ formulation of quantum physics, we calculate the probability of a particle moving
from one space-time coordinate to another by adding together the effects of all possible paths between
the two. In a certain sense, all possible histories contribute to the present moment.
Image: Markus Pössel

Of Time and Passing — II. To everything there is a season
Music: Daniel Knaggs
Text: Ecclesiastes 3

To everything there is a season,
A time for every purpose under heaven:
Time to be born, a time to die;
A time to plant, a time to pluck up;
A time to kill, a time to heal;
Time to break down, a time to build;
A time to weep, a time to laugh;
A time to mourn, a time to dance;
A time to cast away stones, a time to gather stones;
Time to embrace, time to refrain;
A time to seek, a time to lose;
A time to keep, a time to cast away;
A time to rend, a time to sew;
A time for silence, a time to speak;
A time to love, a time to hate;
A time for war, a time for peace.

Of Time and Passing — III. Into your hands
Music: Daniel Knaggs
Text: From Psalms 31 and 39

Into your hands I commit my spirit...
'Lord, let me know my end, and what is the measure of my days; let me know how fleeting my life is!
Into your hands I commit my spirit...
Behold, you have made my days a few handbreadths, and my lifetime is as nothing in your sight.
Surely every man stands as a mere breath! Surely man goes about as a shadow!
Surely for naught are they in turmoil; man heaps up, and knows not who will gather!
Hear my prayer, O Lord, and give ear to my cry; hold not your peace at my tears!
For I am your passing guest, a sojourner, like all my fathers.
O spare me, that I may know gladness, before I depart and be no more!'
Into your hands I commit my spirit,
You have redeemed me, O Lord, faithful God...

Inner Harmony of
the Atom: Oremus
Experimental determination
of an electron wave function
of the Hydrogen. Unlike
planets orbiting the sun,
which could in principle orbit
at any radius, electrons
surrounding a nucleus are
permitted in ‘orbitals’ of only
certain energies. As the atom
gains or loses energy, the
electron must make quantum
jumps between these orbitals.
In Hydrogen, the simplest of
all atoms, the characteristic
radii of these orbitals follow a
very simple pattern.
Image: AS Stodolna et al.
Music: Urmas Sisask (Estonia,
b.1960)

Quantum Secrets in
Colour: Stars
The Gabriela Mistral nebula. The
colours of luminous gases provide a
quantum fingerprint that uniquely
identifies the kinds of atoms that make
it up. From a quantum perspective,
light must be thought of as particles photons - which can only be emitted
or absorbed if their energy matches
exactly to that of an electron quantum
jump inside an atom. The energy of a
photon determines its frequency and
hence colour.
Image: Ben Marks

Stars

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

Music: Ēriks Ešenvalds (Latvia, b.1977)
Text: Sara Teasdale (1884–1933)

Music: French melody arr. Daniel Elder (b.1986)
Text: Jane Taylor (1783–1824)

Alone in the night on a dark hill,
With pines around me spicy and still,

(You should know the words to this one, but just in case...)

And a heaven full of stars over my head,
White and topaz and misty red;
Myriads with beating hearts of fire
That aeons cannot vex or tire;
Up the dome of heaven like a great hill
I watch them marching stately and still,
And I know I am honoured
To be witness of so much majesty.

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are!
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
In the dark blue sky you keep,
Often through my curtains peep,
For you never shut your eye
Till the sun is in the sky:
Though I know not what you are,
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Quantum on
the Cosmic
Stage: Twinkle,
Twinkle
Before there were
solar systems, stars,
atoms, protons, or
even quarks, there
were the primordial
quantum fields, whose
fluctuations gave birth
to the forms of matter
we see today.
Image: CERN

One theory to rule them all: Bohemian Gravity
An illustration of the gravity waves — ripples in space-time — caused by the merger of black holes, such as the
event detected by LIGO on 26 December 2015. Gravity waves are one of the most astounding predictions of
Einstein’s theory of general relativity. Each spectacularly successful in its own domain, quantum physics and
general relativity remain mutually incompatible, despite much effort to unify them into one theory of nature.
Image: LIGO / T Pyle

Bohemian Gravity
Music: Freddie Mercury arr. Pentatonix/Ben Bram
Words: Tim Blais

Is string theory right?
Is it just fantasy?
Caught in the landscape,
Out of touch with reality
Compactified on S5 or T*S3.

Curved space: the graviton
Can be thought of as a field
But these infinities are real.
In a many-body loop diagram
Our results diverge no matter what we do...
A Quantum Soup (any way you quantize)
Kiss your fields goodbye,
Guess Einstein's theory wasn't complete at all!

Space is a pure void, why should it be stringy?
Because it's quantum not classical,
Nonrenormalizable,
Any way you quantize,
You'll encounter infinity, you see.

I see extended 1D objects with no mass —
What's their use? What's their use?
Do they give us quark plasma?
Can we minimize?
What functional describes this string?

Quanta must interact via paths we understand
Using Feynman diagrams.
Often, they will just rebound
But now and then they go another way.
A quantum loooooop, infinities will make you cry
Unless you can renormalize your model
Of baryons, fermions,
And all other states of matter.

Nambu-Goto! (Nambu-Goto)
Nambu-Goto! (Nambu-Goto)
How to quantize I don't know. Polyakov!
I'm just a worldsheet, please minimize me,
He's just a worldsheet from a string theory
Reperametrized by a Weyl symmetry!
Fermi, Bose, open, closed, orientable?

Vibrations, modes!
They become particles (particles!)
Vibrations, they become particles (particles!)
Vibrations, they become particles (particles!)
Become particles (particles!)
Become particles
(many many many many particle...)
Modes modes modes modes
Modes modes modes!

Dual! Dual!
(In the AdS/CFT)
(Holography!)
Molecules and atoms,
Light and energy
Time and space and matter
All from one united theory.
Any way you quantize...

Oh mamma mia, mamma mia,
Such a sea of particles!
A tachyon, with a dilaton
And gravity-vity-vity!
Now we need ten dimensions
And I'll tell you why (anomaly cancellation!)
So to get down to 4D we compactify!
Oh, Kahler! (Kahler manifold)
Manifolds must be Kahler!
(Complex Reimannian symplectic form)
If we wanna preserve
Any of our super-symmetry.

A Glorious Dawn (from Symphony of Science)
Music: John Boswell arr. Bronwyn Mitchell
Words: Carl Sagan and Stephen Hawking

If you wish to make an apple pie from scratch, you must first invent the universe. Space is filled with a
network of wormholes. You might emerge somewhere else in space, some when-else in time. The sky calls
to us — if we do not destroy ourselves, we will one day venture to the stars. A still more glorious dawn
awaits, not a sunrise, but a galaxy rise: a morning filled with 400 billion suns, the rising of the Milky Way.
The cosmos is full beyond measure of elegant truths; of exquisite interrelationships; of the awesome
machinery of nature. I believe our future depends powerfully on how well we understand this cosmos, in
which we float like a mote of dust in the morning sky.
But the brain does much more than just recollect: it inter-compares, it synthesises, it analyses, it generates
abstractions. The simplest thought, like the concept of the number one, has an elaborate logical
underpinning. The brain has its own language for testing the structure and consistency of the world. For
thousands of years, people have wondered about the universe. Did it stretch out forever, or was there a
limit? From the big bang to black holes, from dark matter to a possible big crunch, our image of the universe
today is full of strange sounding ideas.
How lucky we are to live in this time — the first moment in human history when we are, in fact, visiting
other worlds. The surface of the earth is the shore of the cosmic ocean. Recently we've waded a little way
out, and the water seems inviting.

Still Looking
Experimental results from the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). Smashing
together two protons — the building
blocks of the nucleus — unleashes a
tangle of even smaller particles that
momentarily pop into and out of
existence. Such high-energy
collisions are the tool we have used
to force the universe to give up it
secrets buried deep down at this
miniscule scale. The ultimate theory
of nature may still await us, but will
we ever have the theoretical and
experimental tools to grasp it?
Image: CERN

I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For
Music and words: U2 arr. Jeremy Birchall and Christopher Hussey

I have climed highest mountains,
I have run through the fields
Only to be with you.
I have run, I have crawled,
I have scaled these city walls
Only to be with you.
But I still haven't found what I'm looking for.
I believe in the kingdom come,
Then all the colours will bleed into one,
But, yes, I'm still running.
You broke the bonds and you loosed the chains,
Carried the cross of my shame,
You know I believe it.
But I still haven't found what I'm looking for.

Fusion Vocal Ensemble

Dr Debra Shearer-Dirié

Dr Joel Corney

Based in Brisbane, Fusion sings music that
is harmonically diverse, textually evocative,
and spiritually uplifting. The group brings
together some of the city’s most
experienced ensemble singers to perform
music that challenges and nourishes both
their singers and their audience. The
interests and backgrounds of members
range widely, though many are active as
professional musicians, teachers,
conductors, and advocates for music
education.

Originally from Perth, Debra maintains an
active career as a choral conductor, music
educator, clinician and scholar. She holds a
Master of Music Education degree and
Doctor of Music degree in Choral
Conducting from Indiana University.

Born and raised in rural Queensland, Joel
completed a science degree and a PhD in
theoretical quantum physics at the University
of Queensland. He took the opportunity of a
taking up a postdoctoral research position in
Copenhagen, Denmark, before returning to
Australia and the University of Queensland,
first as a research fellow and then as a
lecturer.

Fusion’s repertoire consists primarily of
choral art music, mostly unaccompanied,
with a focus on contemporary works by
composers from around the world. They
also perform some Renaissance and
Baroque repertoire, but in all programming
they actively look for interesting music that
is not often performed in this part of the
world. The choir enjoys fostering
relationships with other organisations and
collaborating on creative or unusual
projects. They have performed at state and
national conferences for the Australian
National Choral Association, and in 2014
travelled to South Korea for the 10th
World Symposium on Choral Music.

In her work as Musical Director of Fusion,
Brisbane Concert Choir and Vintage
Voices, she continually searches for
opportunities to collaborate with other
musical groups, composers, dancers, visual
artists, multi-media experts, and cultural
groups to challenge both herself as a
musician and educator, and those who work
with her.
Debra is currently serving as editor of Sing
Out!, the journal of the Australian National
Choral Association, and also serves on the
National Council. She is in demand as an
adjudicator for choral festivals and
eisteddfods within the Asia-Pacific region,
as well as a clinician and conductor for
choral festivals across the nation.

His research investigates the quantum
physics of light and of matter at near absolute
zero, and computational methods for
quantum many-body problems. As a lecturer,
he teaches first, second and fourth year
students a variety of physics topics, including
electromagnetism, thermodynamics,
quantum mechanics and laser physics.
Joel has served as chair of the Queensland
branch of the Australian Institute of Physics,
and enjoys engaging with the broader
community on quantum physics concepts and
research. In his spare time, Joel enjoys
cycling, choral singing and playing the piano
and pipe organ.

Singers
Timothy Crisp
Stephanie Dick
Madonna Forster
Amelia Fotheringham
Gus Fowler
Brett Gordon

Melissa Hutchinson
Nicki Jenkins
Emma Kann
Paul Kennedy
Guillaume Lemay-Yates
Bronwyn Mitchell

Bonnie Pearce
Tamara Smith
Rebecca Thomas
Connor Rigsby-Jones
Jeremy Stafford
David Webster

Fusion thanks our special guest Dr Joel Corney for collaborating with us on
this program; Somerville House for our regular rehearsal venue; and the parish
of St Andrew's for allowing us to use their beautiful church.
Please join us downstairs for afternoon tea following the performance.
Sign up for our mailing list at fusionvocalensemble.org
facebook.com/fusionvocalensemble

